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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: L1b FULL VALIDATION CONSIDERATIONSThe three primary categories of evaluation are radiometrics, INR, and Image Quality and Operations.  The calibration challenges are Kalman Filter, Uniform Radiometric Calibration, Onboard Solar Channel Calibration.  Thermal stress and the angular dependence of scan mirror emissivity.  RADIOMETRICS-  VNIR Noise is stable and better than requirements, but is only better than predicted performance for the 0.47u (band 1) and 0.86u (band 3) channels.  0.64u (band 2) in particular has the least favorable performance with a strong suspicion of a few bad detectors.  Indications are band 2 performance changed between predicted performance creation and on-orbit performance.  -  IR Noise is better than requirements for all channels.  IR Noise is better than predicted performance for all channels, except for 3.9u.  This is excellent performance!-  VNIR Accuracy is stable for all channels except for early departures due to ground segment updates.-  IR Accuracy is stable, has small bias, and strong confidence in meeting objective.  INR-  Navigation Errors have improved since Provisional (an order of magnitude in a year) such that they all now meet objectives.-  Nav STD reduced by 1/3 since Provisional.  -  Navigation Error Channel-to-Channel Registration (CCR):  All channels better than requirements, but not all better than predicted performance:  0.6-3.90 and 3.9-13.3.  More stars are need to improve results.  -  Navigation Error Frame-to-Frame CoRegistration (FFR) is good across all channels.PLPTs - AIRBORNE FIELD CAMPAIGN-  Performance metrics:  Reflective solar bands (RSB) - 5% uncertainty;  Thermal emissive bands (TEB) - 1K uncertainty-  RSB     -- Large (7%) bias in channel 2 RSB for AVIRISng v/s ABI.     -- ABI bias relative to S-NPP VIIRS.  Channel 2 is ~8% and channel 6 is ~-8%.-  TEB     -- 13.3u at -1.2 K, but atmosphere above aircraft was not accounted for.  All channels pass this independent validation.- Campaign demonstrated utility of NSS to characterize & valide on-orbit detector-level performance.- GEO-LEO validation inter-comparison results should include a histogram of collocated pixels to track detector-level impacts which will ensure traceability.- These collections are unprecedented in geostationary observation and provide valuable results for validation reviews.PLPTs - 36 tests executed by CWG- PLPT #16 is more of a task than a test.  - Four PLPTs are incomplete.  - PLPT #14 - Recommend completing this PLPT as soon as possible in order to exhaust all potential causes of striping.  Proceed as soon as possible using the currently existing GRATDAT (to L1beta), which will provide at the very least rehearsal for the GRATDAT version with L1b and at best shed light on the striping issue.CMI FULL VALIDATION CONSIDERATIONSValidation needs to confirm consistency from radiances to reflectance to brightness temperature.CMI - Issues discussed at full validation review:- Band 2 - Reflectance factors are too bright.  See Fred Wu L1b slides for details.  - Band 7 - Cold pixels around fires (CPAF).  ABI has a measurement accuracy of 1K for brightness temp.  Those cold pixels are inaccurate by 50-289K.  3 alternative resampling kernels provided by vendor and currently under examination.  Issue is a concern for user confidence.  There are two important impacts:  (1) Saturated pixels can become masked in RGB and therefore undetected in the RGB enhancement.  (2) Small, sub-pixel fires are also a concern and may not be detected.  Flight WR open.  - Stray Light near Solar Avoidance Zones (e.g. Bright Object Avoidance (BOA) resulting in "cookie bites").  The bite varies from band to band, which could be avoided by removing the extent of the most widely impacted band.  Stray light that isn't removed via BOA also exists over a spatial area equivalent to western U.S.  Impact exists for ~45min over two 90-day periods per year.   The data quality flags to indicate where data 'clipping' is taking place.  1st option - remove more data a la AHI.  Blocking output of valid data in L1b unless all bands are available is not a good strategy, as it would interfere with contingency operations where some bands are not functional (either on the instrument or within the GS).  2nd option - educate users about stray light impacts which may extend well beyond the BOA bites.  3rd option: take the existing per-pixel data quality flags (DQFs) and modify RGB production code such that the artifacts seen in slide 31 are not produced. GOES-R will also look into improving the artifact detection and flagging so that the DQFs are even more sensitive.    - Lack of CWG navigation analysis for CONUS and meso domain sectors.  Simply means less info is available for events where navigation appears to be anomalous.  - Time slips.  WR open.- Metadata order.  Can be as high as 17% of a day for a continuously running MDS.  Nuisance item for users.  WR open.  FEEDBACK FROM NWS:- The GOES-16 KPP SCMI are being used operationally across NWS (received from NESDIS via the core GS direct interface with the AWIPS NCF).  The ABI L1b are being ingested/recovered by the NWS GRB antenna systems and injected into co-located NWS field operations.  These successful usages and recovery of data have been taking place across NWS at least since GOES-16 was declared operational by NESDIS in December 2017.  - Positive enthusiasm and appreciation of the broad portfolio of products from GOES-16 ABI.  - Noted remaining issues in no particular order:  Striping in band 14 primarily (has open WR) and to a lesser degree some striping in other channels (e.g 5), 3.9 um (band 7) cold/hot pixels, 0.64 (band 2) brightness, stray light artifacts (AWC, OPC, NHC all use Full Disk animations with band differencing), and checkerboard pattern.  A checkerboard pattern appears to result from a limitation with AWIPS vice an issue with the G-16 ABI data.  The checkerboard only affects a few products (differences and RGBs) and resolution is currently in progress.  None of the above issues would prevent full validation maturity.  NWS also occasionally hears requests from within their organization for adjusting the location of the CONUS further northward.  This discussion will continue in GOES-R steering group. ACTION ITEMS - There are 8 total:1. Assigned to CWG's Fred Wu - Deliver DRAFT ABI L1b README by 6/8/2018.2. Assigned to CWG's Fred Wu - Deliver FINAL ABI L1b README by 6/8/2018.3. Assigned to CWG's Fred Wu - Utilize the routine collection of N/S scan data (gold mine of information) to better characterize, understand, and resolve issues like striping, detector performance, etc.  The N/S scan data should support derivation of new relative calibration methods (all bands) to mitigate striping (ie., new way of doing things like this with this gold mine of data)  (see slide 61). 4. Assigned to AWG's Tim Schmit - Deliver DRAFT ABI CMI README by 6/8/2018.5. Assigned to AWG's Tim Schmit - Deliver FINAL ABI CMI README by 6/8/2018.6. Assigned to PRO's Liz Kline - Initiate & facilitate CWG discussion of Channel 2 bias correction with aim towards implementation ASAP.   This had been waiting on GOES-17 ABI status; however, uncertainty surrounding LHP anomaly could cause suboptimal schedule.  Consensus of panel is to proceed in applying a bias correction.  This will benefit numerous downstream L2 products as well.  7. Assigned to PRO's Wayne MacKenzie & Dave Pogorzala - Assemble slide deck of options for the topic of CONUS adjustments at the GOES-East orbital location.  NWS reported they are interested in modifying the northern extent of the CONUS domain.  This action will facilitate generation of options & recommendations for consideration by the GOES-R steering group and ultimately by the GORWG.  Due 6/29/2018.  8. Assigned to PRO's Wayne MacKenzie & Randall Race - Assemble slide deck of options and recommendations on topic of stray light DQF handling options.  This slide deck will be provided to NWS' Brian Gockel who may elect to bring NWS' requested changes to the GOES-R steering group.  Due 6/29/2018.  Options discussed at PS-PVR:  1st option - remove more data a la AHI.  Blocking output of valid data in L1b unless all bands are available is not a good strategy, as it would interfere with contingency operations where some bands are not functional (either on the instrument or within the GS).  2nd option - educate users about stray light impacts which may extend well beyond the BOA bites.  3rd option: take the existing per-pixel data quality flags (DQFs) and modify RGB production code such that the artifacts seen in slide 31 are not produced. GOES-R will also look into improving the artifact detection and flagging so that the DQFs are even more sensitive.   9. Assigned to PRO's Wayne MacKenzie and STAR's Jaime Daniels - Assemble slide deck of options and recommendations regarding the topic of 3.9 um (band 7) cold/hot pixels.  Provide slide deck to NWS' Brian Gockel who may elect to bring NWS' requested changes to the GOES-R Steering group.  Due 6/29/2018.  
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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This disposition is for the GOES-16 ABI Level 1b (L1b) and Cloud and Moisture Imagery (CMI) Full Validation Peer Stakeholder Product Validation Review (PS-PVR).  This review is a comprehensive evaluation of the products' operations in the intended environment.  Congratulations to both Fred Wu's and Tim Schmit's teams for the achievement of full validation maturity of the GOES-16 ABI L1b and CMI products, repsectively!  Kudos for their broad validation efforts and application of their considerable expertise including their in-house analysis as well as instrument vendor analysis.  The presentations included a complete review of prior issues which have been steadily remedied since GOES-16 ABI first light.  Credit is due to all stakeholders including CWG, AWG, Program, and users alike on the resolution of NUMEROUS issues since the Provisional launch including INR improvements (large nav errors, non-compliance of CCR, unstable FFR), scan mirror emissivity updates:  PICA and IR noon and midnight discontinuities, solar calibration time and elimination of post-solar-cal VNIR gain discontinuities, VNIR and 3.9u stray light at midnight during eclipse season, resolution of Band 1/2/3 striping, ICT PRT coefficients.   ...this is AMAZING progress!  Issues still remain with Band 2 bias and striping in Bands 14 & 5.  Both items have open WRs.  The Band 2 bias is a Flight WR and the panel recommends pursuit of a bias correction ASAP instead of accommodating any further delay for the sake of trouble shooting the bias.  The flight WR may continue, but a bias correction should be implemented ASAP.  The bias correction will yield benefits for several downstream L2 products.  An action is assigned to PRO (see below) to facilitate CWG discussion and GSP implementation of the bias correction.  There are two other prominent issues (stray light, cold/hot pixels) mentioned in the detailed section of the disposition, which are also the focus of additional action items listed below.  Interpretation of the L1b PS-PVR results was somewhat challenged due to the omitted execution of 16% of all PLPTs (6 of 36).  The rationale for omitting each of the PLPTs is acceptable; however, CWG is expected to complete PLPTs number 5 and number 14 as soon as possible because they may generate insight which could help to resolve striping.  Desert monitoring and NSS data offer promising information and their utility should be more greatly exploited.  Two slides which generated significant discussion in order to gain clarification were Slide 21 VNIR Noise due to the legend and Slide 22 which shows trends with no reference.  For slide 21 - Is the min SNR related to just 1, a few detectors, or a larger number of detectors?  What does PDF of detector SNR show and what percentage of detectors are not meeting baseline?  On a positive note, except for Band 2, virtually all comparisons against original requirements and predicted performance are favorable - This is the headline of the day!  NOTE:  To date, a draft README has not been delivered from either team to GOES-R Program to date.  This PS-PVR maturity declaration has the expectation for delivery of a Draft README next week and a Final README within the next two weeks.  These README due dates are also listed as action items it the detailed section below.  
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